For heavily cluttered environments with low target detection probabilities, tracking filters may fail to estimate the true number of targets and their trajectories. Smoothing may be needed to refine the estimates based on collected measurements. However, due to uncertainties in target motions, heavy clutter, and low target detection probabilities, the forward prediction and the backward prediction may not be properly matched in the smoothing algorithms, so that the smoothing algorithms may fail to detect the true target trajectories. In this paper, we propose a new smoothing algorithm to overcome such difficulties. This algorithm employs two independent integrated probabilistic data association (IPDA) tracking filters: one running forward in time (fIPDA) and the other running backward in time (bIPDA). The proposed algorithm utilizes bIPDA multi-tracks in each fIPDA path track for fusing through data association to obtain the smoothing innovation in a fixed-lag interval. The smoothing innovation is used to obtain the smoothing data association probabilities which update the target trajectory state and the probability of target existence. The fIPDA tracks are updated after smoothing using the smoothing data association probabilities, which makes the fIPDA path tracks robust for maneuvering target tracking in clutter. This significantly improves the target state estimation accuracy compared to the IPDA. The proposed algorithm is called fixed-lag smoothing data association based on IPDA (FLIPDA-S). A simulation study shows that the proposed algorithm improves false track discrimination performance for maneuvering target tracking in clutter.
Introduction
In target tracking, sensors detect targets as well as various unwanted objects in the surveillance area. Information about the targets' prior existence in the surveillance area is not known. The objects' sources are also unknown, with some possible sources being terrain reflections, thermal noise, and clouds. The unwanted objects are generally known as clutter. In a cluttered environment, the target measurements are present with a low probability of detection P D in each scan.
Tracks are initialized and updated using the measurements obtained in each scan. Track initialization in a cluttered environment results in both true tracks and *Correspondence: tsong@hanyang.ac.kr Department of Electronic System Engineering, Hanyang University, Ansan, Republic of Korea false tracks. True tracks always follow the target measurements, whereas false tracks do not follow the target measurements. A technique called false track discrimination (FTD) is used to confirm the true tracks and terminate the false tracks. Almost all target-tracking algorithms employ track quality measures to achieve FTD. But the standard probabilistic data association (PDA) [1] does not provide a track quality measure for FTD. The multiple hypothesis tracker (MHT) [2] uses a sequential probability ratio as a track quality measure for FTD. In [3] , the authors proposed a track-oriented MHT algorithm and applied a smoothing velocity vector for reduction of the false track establishment.
Integrated probabilistic data association (IPDA) [4, 5] introduces recursive formulae for data association and employs the probability of target existence as a track quality measure. The practical considerations for IPDA are discussed in [6] . IPDA is extended for maneuvering target tracking in [7] and [8] . The probability hypothesis density (PHD) algorithm [9, 10] estimates the number of targets and their trajectories without having the track-tomeasurement association. A multi-scan data associationbased integrated track splitting (ITS) algorithm [11, 12] updates the target state estimation in the current scan more accurately at the cost of increasing computational complexity. ITS also utilizes the probability of target existence as a track quality measure.
For target tracking in densely populated cluttered environments with a low probability of target detection, it becomes difficult to know the number of targets and their behavior in nature. In addition, the target trackers with autonomous track management function often fail to track the true targets in such environments. Smoothing may be needed to refine the tracking results. The smoothing algorithms use future scan information to improve the target state estimation accuracy in the current scan, at the cost of smoothing lag. The basic techniques of smoothing estimation are described in [13, 14] , and [15] . A limited number of publications focus on smoothing target tracking. Augmented state fixed-lag smoothing based on the joint PDA (JPDA) algorithm is proposed in [16] for tracking multiple maneuvering targets in clutter. However, [16] does not provide a track quality measure for FTD. In [17] , the authors applied IPDA to an augmented state system for fixed-lag smoothing and utilized the smoothing target existence probability as a track quality measure for FTD. In [18] , the authors applied the fixed-interval Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) [14, 15] smoothing formulae to the MHT algorithm to track a maneuvering target without a track quality measure for FTD. The fixed-interval smoothing IPDA (sIPDA) [19] uses the RTS smoothing formulae with the Fraser-Potter [20] approach to calculate the smoothing predictions and innovations.
In smoothing algorithms, the forward track prediction and the backward track prediction are based on measurements collected in a fixed-lag smoothing interval [ k, N] . In the smoothing interval, the fusion of forward track prediction and backward track prediction is performed at scan k. Therefore, in an environment with densely populated clutter, low detection probabilities, and uncertain target motion, the forward predicted state and the backward predicted state may lie far away such that their contributions to establish the fused predicted state may be insignificant, which results in bad fusion performance. Due to this, fusion of forward prediction and backward prediction becomes a challenging issue. Thus, smoothing algorithm may fail to detect the true target trajectories. For such difficult environments, we propose a new smoothing algorithm called fixed-lag smoothing data association based on IPDA (FLIPDA-S). The proposed algorithm considers a constant-velocity model to deal with the problems of tracking a maneuvering target in a cluttered environment. A constant-velocity model is a dynamic model of a tracking filter that describes the target motion using a 4-dimensional state vector composed of 2-dimensional position and 2-dimensional velocity. The proposed work uses an arbitrary size of the smoothing interval [ k, N] , where the first scan of each smoothing interval faces fixed-lag smoothing, such that the fixed-lag of the proposed algorithm is N − k. Unlike sIPDA [19] , the proposed FLIPDA-S algorithm does not use the RTS algorithm for smoothing.
The proposed FLIPDA-S algorithm employs two independent IPDA filters, where the first IPDA filter runs in the forward (fIPDA) direction and the other runs in the backward (bIPDA) direction. The FLIPDA-S algorithm utilizes bIPDA multi-track state predictions. The backward multi-track state predictions at each scan in the smoothing interval are obtained recursively by utilizing the sensor measurements starting from the end of the smoothing interval to the beginning of the smoothing interval. The fIPDA tracks are initialized and maintained by using the sensor measurements at each scan. At each scan in the fixed-lag interval, the forward track state prediction of FLIPDA-S is used to produce smoothing innovations associating with the multiple tracks generated from bIPDA. In this fusion, each track in the forward path treats the backward path tracks as the measurements for data association. The smoothing data association probabilities, smoothed target trajectory state, and smoothed target existence probability are obtained by applying the smoothing innovations to the sensor measurements received at scan k in the fixed-lag smoothing interval [ k, N] . FLIPDA-S uses smoothing data association probabilities to update and propagate the existing forward tracks to the next smoothing interval. In the next fixed-lag interval, the FLIPDA-S uses each updated forward track and new forward tracks (initialized by fIPDA) to fuse with the backward path multiple tracks to smooth the target trajectory state and the probability of target existence. This procedure continues in each subsequent interval, which significantly improves both the target trajectory state estimation accuracy and the FTD. The simulation study of Section 5 shows improved FTD performance of FLIPDA-S as compared with sIPDA and IPDA for maneuvering target tracking in a cluttered environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The target and measurement models are discussed in Section 2. The fixed-lag smoothing data association algorithm based on IPDA (FLIPDA-S) is proposed in Section 3. Practical considerations of FLIPDA-S are presented in Section 4, followed by descriptions and results of the simulation in Section 5. This paper is concluded in Section 6.
Model dynamics
This section describes the target model and the sensor model. In this paper, we assume that the sensor has infinite resolution.
Target model
The target existence event in scan k is a random event and is denoted by χ k . If the target trajectory state at scan k is denoted by x k , then the target trajectory propagates by
where F is the forward state propagation matrix and v k−1 is the zero-mean white Gaussian plant noise sequence with known covariance matrix Q. Equation (1) can be rewritten for the backward trajectory state x τ k propagation as
where F b is the backward state propagation matrix and v k+1 is the zero-mean white Gaussian backward plant noise sequence with known covariance matrix Q b . These matrices are expressed below:
and
where I 2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix, O 2 is the 2 × 2 null matrix, the scalar quantity q is the target acceleration uncertainty, and T is the sampling time.
Sensor model
The target measurement at each scan k is
where H is the measurement matrix, and w k is the zeromean white Gaussian measurement noise sequence with known covariance matrix R. In addition to target measurements, the sensor also returns clutter measurements, which follow Poisson distributions [21] . The clutter measurement density ρ k,i is a function of the measurement specified in the surveillance coordinate system, and it is assumed to be known or estimated [21] .
The measurement set does not have prior knowledge about their sources. Z k is the measurement set received at scan k, and m k is the number of measurements in Z k received at scan k. Let Z k = Z k , Z k−1 be the cumulative set of measurements from the initial scan to the current scan k. The measurement set Z k−1 gives the measurement information from the initial scan to scan k − 1. bIPDA filter uses sensor measurements Z k+ (where superscript k+ indicates the scan index starting from scan N to scan k in the smoothing interval) for backward track estimation. Let Z k+ = Z k , Z k+1+ be the cumulative set of measurements from scan k + 1 to the current scan k. If the ith measurement of Z k is z k,i , then the clutter measurement density at z k,i is ρ k,i ≡ ρ z k,i .
3 Fixed-lag smoothing data association based on the IPDA algorithm (FLIPDA-S)
In this section, we propose the fixed-lag smoothing data association algorithm based on IPDA (FLIPDA-S) with an arbitrary size of the smoothing interval [ k, N] . FLIPDA-S smoothens the target trajectory estimation and the target existence probability at each scan in the fixed-lag smoothing interval. The forward IPDA [4] initializes the new multiple forward tracks based on measurements Z k received in the first scan k of the smoothing interval. FLIPDA-S uses IPDA [4] in the backward direction. In the backward path, new multiple backward tracks are initialized and updated using measurements Z k+ received at each scan in the smoothing interval, ranging from scan N to scan k such that Z k+ = Z k , Z k+1 , . . . , Z N . At each scan, FLIPDA-S fuses each forward track state prediction p x k |χ k , Z k−1 with backward path multiple track state predictions
τ using the data association procedure to obtain information fusion state predictions needed to calculate the smoothing innovations. In the fusion, the backward path tracks assume the role of measurements of the forward path tracks for data association. The information fusion state prediction is updated through data association probabilities to obtain the smoothing innovation, which is used for calculating smoothing data association probabilities and the smoothed target trajectory state. FLIPDA-S uses the smoothing data association probabilities to update the existing forward tracks at the first scan k of the smoothing interval. Then, FLIPDA-S uses the updated forward track state estimations to propagate the existing forward tracks to the next smoothing interval [k + 1, N + 1]. The smoothed probability of target existence is also calculated at each scan. At the end of each smoothing interval, the fixed-lag scan (first scan of each interval) is selected to calculate FLIPDA-S statistics (true track confirmation rates and estimation errors), and a new scan is appended for the next smoothing interval. The procedure continues for each subsequent smoothing interval.
Forward IPDA (fIPDA)
This section describes the initialization of fIPDA [4] tracks using sensor measurement Z k received in the first scan of every smoothing interval. fIPDA waits bIPDA for an arbitrary lag time in each interval to initialize each new forward track based on sensor measurements Z k received in each fixed-lag interval. The procedure is as follows.
Notation
x k−1|k−1 andP k−1|k−1 are the mean and covariance, respectively, of the forward track state estimate for scan k − 1 conditioned on Z k−1 .x k|k−1 andP k|k−1 are the mean and covariance, respectively, of the forward track state prediction for scan k conditioned on Z k−1 . χ k is the target existence event in the forward track, P χ k−1 |Z k−1 is the probability of target existence for scan k − 1 conditioned on Z k−1 , and P χ k |Z k−1 is the probability of target existence for scan k conditioned on Z k−1 .
Forward track initialization
Measurements of the first scan of two consecutive smoothing intervals are used to initialize new forward tracks (two point differencing [6] ) with an initial probability of target existence P χ k−1 |Z k−1 . Each forward track carries a unique forward track identification number.
fIPDA track propagation
The fIPDA recursion at scan k starts with the updated track probability density function (pdf )
The fIPDA target existence probability follows the Markov chain one model [5] and propagates by
where p 1,1 is the fIPDA target existence transition probability [5] . Note that in [5] , the Markov chain two model is also described but it is useful for occluded target tracking, which is not the subject of this paper. Each forward track propagates by using a Kalman filter propagation:
where KF p is the Kalman filter propagation, and the forward track state prediction and its covariance matrix are given bȳ
Backward IPDA (bIPDA)
The proposed algorithm uses an IPDA [4] filter in the backward direction. The bIPDA procedure starts from the scan N of the smoothing interval [ k, N] , and the bIPDA tracks move backward until they reach scan k. The procedure is as follows. is the backward probability of target existence for scan k + 1 conditioned on Z k+1+ , and P χ τ k |Z k+1+ is the backward probability of target existence for scan k conditioned on Z k+1+ .
Notation

Backward track initialization
The backward tracks are initialized in each scan using sensor measurements. Each pair of measurements in consecutive scans may initialize a new backward track (two point differencing [6] ) with an initial backward probability of target existence, P χ τ k+1 |Z k+1+ . Therefore, there are no backward tracks in the last two scans of each smoothing interval. Each new backward track carries a unique backward track identification number.
Backward track propagation
The bIPDA recursion at scan k starts with the updated track pdf, p x τ k+1 |χ τ k+1 , Z k+1+ at scan k + 1. The bIPDA probability of target existence follows the Markov chain one model [5] and propagates by
where p b 1,1 is the bIPDA target existence transition probability [5] . Each backward track propagates by the Kalman filter propagation:
where KF p is the Kalman filter propagation, and the backward track state prediction and its covariance matrix are expressed bȳ
bIPDA measurement selection
At each scan k in the smoothing interval, each backward track selects a subset of validated measurements z b k,i from the measurement set Z k received at scan k. A measurement selection procedure [5] is used to select the validated measurements z b k,i for each backward track. The validation measurements selection criterion is given by
where k+1+ i
and S k+1+ denote the measurement z k,i innovation and its covariance with respect to each backward track:
and g is the validation selection threshold, which depends on the gating probability P G [6, 22] . In the 2-dimensional surveillance situation, g is selected as 9.21, which corresponds on the gating probability P G = 0.99. The validated measurement z b k,i selected by each backward track is defined by
bIPDA measurement likelihood
At each scan k, each backward track calculates the measurement likelihood of validated measurement z b k,i by [4] 
bIPDA track update
The backward measurement likelihood ratio is expressed by
The updated bIPDA probability of target existence [4, 6] at scan k is given by
At each scan k, each backward track state is updated by using the validated measurements z b k,i for i ≥ 0 (i = 0 corresponds to the non-existence event). The data association probabilities corresponding to feasible track-to-measurement association events become
Each backward track state estimate is updated by applying z b k,i in the Kalman filter update equation.
where KF U is the Kalman filter estimation update defined by
Using (21), the Gaussian mixture [19] of updated backward track state estimate (22) becomeŝ
Information fusion state prediction and innovation
At the first scan of each fixed-lag smoothing interval, the information fusion state prediction and innovation are formed by fusing each forward track prediction with backward path multi-track predictions falling in their validation region, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 shows an example of the fusion procedure, where • indicates forward track prediction and × indicates backward track predictions inside the validation gate created by the forward prediction. The fusion is based on the following assumptions:
• the bIPDA multi-track prediction p x τ k |χ τ k , Z k+1+ (where, τ is the label of a backward track) received at scan k, assumes the role of a measurement to be used by the forward tracks.
• All backward tracks are mutually exclusive measurements. 
is the non-detection probability (probability that a track does not exist in the interval
is the probability that the track does exist in the interval [ k, N].
• The false track density of bIPDA satisfies
where ρ τ k,i is the false track density of bIPDA, n b is the total number of backward false tracks inside the surveillance region, and A is the area of the surveillance region. The procedure is as follows.
Information fusion measurement selection
In the fusion, the bIPDA track predictions form a set of measurements at scan k. Each forward track prediction fuses with a subset of selected backward track predictions. A measurement selection procedure [5] is used to select the validated backward track predictions to ensure that the forward track prediction and the backward track prediction are properly matched. The measurement selection criterion is [5] 
where k i and S k represent the measurement innovation and its covariance with respect to each track τ . Here,
The backward tracks which satisfy (27) are said to be inside the validation gate and they form a set of validated measurements associated with the forward track. The information fusion state prediction is obtained by using the information fusion formulae [13, 23] .
where IF U is the information fusion filter update, η is the label of the fusion track, and
Measurement likelihood of selected measurement
The measurement likelihood p η k of the track predictions of fIPDA and bIPDA for the validated backward track τ becomes 
Information fusion filter update
The measurement likelihood ratio * k of the validated measurements satisfies *
where m τ k is the number of validated backward tracks. Data association probabilities for the fusion tracks are calculated by
The Gaussian mixture [19] of (30) can be obtained by using the data association probabilities of (35) as
The FLIPDA-S target existence probability for the fusion step at scan k is obtained by combining the predicted forward existence probability and measurement likelihood ratio obtained from the validated backward tracks. Using (8) and (34), the target existence probability for the fusion step is found to be
where superscript N\k implies the interval composed of
Fixed-lag smoothing IPDA (FLIPDA-S)
At the first scan of the fixed-lag smoothing interval [ k, N] , the FLIPDA-S track update is performed with the measurements inside the validation gate created by the fusion track represented by (36) and (37).
FLIPDA-S measurement selection
The validated measurements z s k,i (where, superscript s denotes the smoothing step) are obtained by applying (36) and (37) to a validation selection criterion.
where k|N\k i
and S k|N\k represent the innovation of z k,i and its covariance, respectively, such as
FLIPDA-S Measurement likelihood
The smoothing likelihood measurement p s k,i of z s k,i for each fusion track satisfies
FLIPDA-S update
The FLIPDA-S measurement likelihood ratio s k at scan k is
where m s k is the number of the smoothing validated measurements.
The smoothed target existence probability [4, 6] can be obtained by using (38)
At scan k of the fixed-lag smoothing interval [ k, N] , each fusion track is updated by using smoothing validation measurements z s k,i , where each feasible measurement outcome i ≥ 0 generates a smoothing data association probability defined by
The FLIPDA-S smoothing track state is updated by using the validation measurements z s k,i in the Kalman filter estimation update:
and the FLIPDA-S track output is a Gaussian mixture [19] of (46) and can be obtained by using (45).
where the subscript k, N indicates that the calculated smoothed value for scan k is conditioned on Z N .
Forward IPDA update for the next interval
In this section, we describe how the FLIPDA-S algorithm uses the smoothing data association probabilities obtained in (45) to update and propagate each fIPDA track for the next smoothing interval.
fIPDA measurement likelihood
Each forward track calculates the measurement likelihood p k,i based on the smoothing validation measurement z s k,i selected by (39).
fIPDA track update
The forward track measurement likelihood ratio k is defined by
The updated fIPDA probability of target existence at scan k is [4, 6] 
At scan k of the fixed-lag smoothing interval [k, N], each forward track state is updated by using selected smoothing validation measurements z s k,i for i 0 such as
and the smoothing data association β s k,i obtained in (45) is used to update each forward track state estimation (52) bŷ
The updated forward track estimation (based on the smoothing data association probabilities) is propagated to the next smoothing interval [ k+1, N +1], where the oldest target trajectory state (the first scan of a smoothing interval) is discarded and a new scan is appended. FLIPDA-S uses each existing updated forward track along with some new forward tracks (initialized by fIPDA) to fuse with multiple backward tracks in the next interval. Thus, the procedure is recycled to smooth the target trajectory state and the probability of target existence. This significantly improves target state estimation accuracy and FTD for smoothing maneuvering target trajectories as shown in Section 5.
Practical considerations
This section presents practical considerations for the proposed work and its application in the simulation of Section 5.
Smoothing delay time limit
The smoothing target tracking algorithm has some predefined limited smoothing delay. The amount of smoothing delay depends on the application of the algorithm. A higher smoothing delay means that more measurements are available, which significantly reduces the estimation error. In this paper, a fixed-lag sliding smoothing interval procedure is used to limit the smoothing delay. In this case, the fixed-lag smoothing corresponds to only the first scan of each smoothing interval and to all the scans in the last smoothing interval in the simulation.
The smoothing interval [k, N] consists of N −k+1 scans. The first scan of each smoothing interval is discarded, and a new scan is appended for the next smoothing interval, except the last smoothing interval. The FLIPDA-S statistics (the estimation errors and the true track confirmation rates) are accumulated for only the first scan of each smoothing interval, as well as for all the scans in the last smoothing interval. Let the current interval includes scans l = 3, . . . , 7. After the fixed-lag smoothing, the new interval contains l = 4, . . . , 8, and its fIPDA recursion starts at k = 4, by using the fIPDA predicted track state, p x 4 |χ 4 , Z 3 , and the forward tracks are propagated after fixed-lag smoothing to the next interval. The new smoothing interval does not contain the existing backward tracks at the beginning of the new interval, and bIPDA initializes and updates the new tracks based on the measurements Z k received from scan N to scan k.
Track management
The FLIPDA-S employs a track management procedure. Without track management, multiple fIPDA tracks and/or bIPDA tracks might follow the same target. The track management merges close tracks (following the same target) [6] and eliminates those tracks having lower probability of target existence. This approach is well defined in the literature and is omitted here.
False track discrimination (FTD)
FLIPDA-S provides the probability of target existence as a track quality measure. In the proposed algorithm, we apply the following FTD procedure:
• fIPDA tracks and bIPDA tracks are initialized for each smoothing interval.
• During the fIPDA and bIPDA procedures, each track is terminated if its updated probability of target existence falls below a predetermined termination threshold. This step eliminates the majority of false tracks.
• The updated FLIPDA-S probability of target existence is used to confirm and terminate tracks. FLIPDA-S tracks are confirmed when the updated FLIPDA-S probability of target existence exceeds a predetermined confirmation threshold and terminated when it falls below a predetermined termination threshold. The maximum smoothing is achieved at the first scan of each fixed-lag smoothing interval, once a FLIPDA-S track is confirmed.
• Each confirmed FLIPDA-S track stays confirmed until track termination.
FLIPDA-S track output
All confirmed tracks are used for output. Each output track consists of the FLIPDA-S trajectory estimatex k,N , defined by (47). FLIPDA-S statistics generate only the results of confirmed true tracks, which must satisfy the true track test condition [19] . In this experiment, the following true track test condition [19] is used:
where k,N =x k,N − x k is the difference between the FLIPDA-S track state smoother and the true target trajectory state at scan k, and P 2|2 is the track initialization covariance matrix [13] ;
In addition, each confirmed track may become a false track if it meets the following false track test condition [19] ,
Simulations
In this paper, the performance of FLIPDA-S is compared with the performance of sIPDA [19] and IPDA [4] . A maneuvering target trajectory in a cluttered environment is considered in the 2-dimensional surveillance area. The surveillance area is 800 m long along the x-axis and 600 m wide along the y-axis. The target trajectory state vector x k defined in (1) T . The assumed maximum target velocity for track initialization [13] is 25 m/s. In the surveillance region, the target moves with a uniform motion of 15 m/s for the first 24 s of the running time, and then the target maneuvers with a constant angular velocity of ω = 0.06 rad/s, until the end of the running time. The maneuvering dynamics of the target corresponding to the motion under the assumption of coordinated turn is defined by the following matrix [6] . Both FLIPDA-S and sIPDA have the same smoothing interval, for a fair comparison. The initial probability of target existence for the algorithms IPDA, sIPDA, and FLIPDA-S are the same and the confirmation threshold for the algorithms are tuned to get the same number of confirmed false tracks (≈68). Figure 5 shows confirmed false track rates of FLIPDA-S, sIPDA, and IPDA. In Fig. 5 , the confirmed false track rates are evaluated as the sum of confirmed false tracks per scan received from entire simulation runs. Figure 6 shows the true track confirmation rates of IPDA, sIPDA, and FLIPDA-S. estimate is based on Z k . Therefore, FLIPDA-S and sIPDA use more measurements than IPDA and have improved performance over IPDA. The smoothing data association used by FLIPDA-S provides fast buildup of the probability of target existence and has higher confirmation rate over sIPDA and IPDA, as shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 7 show the RMS error statistics (representing the position estimation errors of the trajectory state) of the confirmed true tracks of the algorithms in comparison. In the last scan of each simulation run, the FLIPDA-S, sIPDA, and IPDA state estimates are based on measurement Z N and the RMS errors of the confirmed true tracks of the algorithms converge to the same value. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the backward tracks do not exist in the last two scans of each smoothing interval. Note that the backward tracks of the proposed algorithm use less measurement information as compared to the measurements available for the backward tracks of sIPDA [19] in each smoothing interval. This results in the RMS error difference between FLIPDA-S and sIPDA as shown in Fig. 7 . sIPDA, which is not a fixed-lag smoothing algorithm, utilizes the RTS equation for backward track generation, so that a backward track is generated for each forward track and it survives until the last scan of the smoothing interval. Therefore, the backward track is available from the last scan of the smoothing interval. Note also that as shown in Fig. 6 , the number of confirmed true tracks of the proposed algorithm is much larger than that of sIPDA for RMS error statistics calculation in Fig. 7 .
Conclusions
This paper presents a new smoothing algorithm called fixed-lag smoothing data association algorithm based on IPDA (FLIPDA-S) for tracking maneuvering targets in clutter using a constant-velocity model. At the first scan of each smoothing interval, the smoothing data association probabilities, the smoothing target trajectory estimation, and the smoothed target existence probability are obtained by using smoothing innovations. In the fusion, each fIPDA track prediction (including both the updated forward tracks based on smoothing data association probabilities and the new initialized forward tracks) fuses with the validated bIPDA track predictions through data association to obtain the information fusion state predictions, which is used for calculating the smoothing innovations. The simulation study shows a significant improvement in the target state estimation accuracy and FTD as compared to the IPDA. The FTD benefit of FLIPDA-S over sIPDA and IPDA is demonstrated by the effectiveness of applying smoothing data association algorithm to the tracking of maneuvering targets in clutter.
